ABSTRACT Defocus region detection (DRD) problem aims to assign per-pixel predictions of focus clear areas and defocus blur areas. One of the challenges in this problem is to accurately detect the boundary of the transition region between the focus and defocus regions. To address this issue, the paper proposes a directioncontext-inspiration network (DCINet), which can take advantage of the directional context effectively. First, we extract directional context by recurrent neural networks initialized with the identity matrix (IRNN) to weight the feature maps and integrate them in the two-group integration method, which can produce the coarse DRD maps. Second, the maps are level-integrated with the source image guiding and the coarse maps are refined gradually. The overall DCINet can integrate low-level details and high-level semantics efficiently. The Experimental results demonstrate that the network can detect the boundary of the transition region precisely, achieving the state-of-the-art performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Defocus blur areas often exist in photos taken by the camera, which is caused by the areas away from the focal plane. Only the area near the focal plane has the best sharpness. Defocus region detection (DRD) aims to assign per-pixel predictions of focus clear areas and defocus blur areas. DRD is widely used in a great deal of tasks in machine vision, including but not restricted to stereoscopic vision [1] , image restoration [2] , [3] , salient region detection [4] , [5] , blur magnification [6] , image segmentation [7] and so on.
In recent years, the work on defocus detection includes many different approaches that can be mainly divided into hand-crafted methods and deep learning methods. The handcrafed methods are based on low-level cues, such as image gradients [8] - [14] , frequency [15] - [18] , sparse representation [19] , [20] and so on. Deep networks can learn high-level semantic features, and have been adopted for many machine vision tasks, e.g., object detection [21] and segmentation [22] . Many research efforts [23] - [26] have been made to improve the accuracy of blur region detection. However, there are
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Since surrounding context around the focus region has an efficient influence on blur detection, we design to rely on directional context to solve this challenge. This directionbased context is more targeted to blur detection and have the ability to improve the boundary accuracy of the detection. To make full use of the directional context for DRD, we introduce a new architectural module named ''direction-contextinspiration (DCI)'' block by convolutional neural network. In this block, we first extract information in four directions (left, right, up, and down) from input features. Secondly, considering unequal effect of different directional information, we propose an efficient mechanism to weight feature maps with direction context. The goal of the mechanism is to make the block learn the weights from directional context to selectively enhance input feature maps that contain more auxiliary discrimination knowledge and suppress less useful ones, so that the performance of the result can be improved. Lastly, we utilize a two-group integration method to combine the weighted feature maps.
Based on the DCI block, we combine VGGNet [27] to further construct a multiple direction-context-inspiration (MDCI) module, and then add a level-integrated guided refinement module (LIGR) to construct the overall network (DCINet). The results prove that the DCINet can accurately detect the transition regions between the focus and the defocus, achieving the state-of-the-art performance. We summarize the major contributions of our work as follows:
1) We propose a DCI block, which exploits directional context from the input features to inspire the input conversely. This block can consider equal effect of different directional context on DRD to improve the accuracy of blur detection. Besides, we present a MDCI module that adopts multiple DCI blocks to learn feature maps of more levels for DRD. 2) We implement a level-integrated guided refinement (LIGR) method to combine DCI maps for constructing the overall DCINet. This network can detect the transition regions from the focus to the defocus. 3) We evaluate our network on two datasets and compare it with several state-of-the-art methods on DRD problem. Results show that our results perform better than other previous methods.
II. RELATED WORK
Prior work on defocus detection includes many different approaches, and some of them are based on hand-crafed features, such as image gradients [8] - [10] , frequency [15] - [18] , sparse representation [19] , [20] and so on. Xu et al. [8] present an approach to detect defocus blur based on the maximum ranks of local patches along different directions in gradient domain at edge locations. Golestaneh and Karam [9] propose a spatially-varying blur detection method based on a high-frequency multi-scale fusion and sort transform of gradient magnitudes with computing locally at each pixel. Li et al. [20] integrate the sparse representation model with adaptive domain selection and learning coefficient distribution for Defocus region detection. The first two methods are based on that defocus regions have less heavy gradients and poorer high-frequency components respectively, and the latter method utilizes decomposing image patches into elementary dictionary atoms which can represent clear and blur areas differently. Since the methods based on hand-crafed features require manual design of the models and parameters and lack high-level semantic information, they have limited capability in more accurate boundary.
With the rapid development of deep learning, convolutional neural network (CNN) is proved to be a powerful tool to learn deep features and widely used in many visual tasks [28] , [29] including the DRD task. Park et al. [26] complete Defocus region detection by combining hand-crafted features with deep features from a convolutional neural network. Huang et al. [25] propose a multi-scale blur detector by learning discriminative deep features to faithfully produce patch-level blur likelihood. Zhang et al. [23] detect spatiallyvarying blur maps using a dilated fully convolutional neural network with pyramid pooling and boundary refinement layers. Zhao et al. [24] propose a multi-stream bottomtop-bottom fully convolutional network to develop an end-to-end deep network for DRD. These methods based on CNN effectively extract the deep features and have outstanding capability of detecting rough focus regions, raising the performance of detection results. However, they still lack finer learning of feature maps, which leads to difficulty in detecting transition regions detection between focus and defocus.
The methods mentioned above all assume that each region of the entire image has the same effect on detection results. Nevertheless, the information of surrounding regions has different reference value to the focus region detection about blur degree. Motivated by this, we propose a DCI block to make full use of unequal effect of directional context. We use recurrent neural networks initialized with the identity matrix (IRNN) [30] to extract the direction context. The IRNN units are recurrent neural networks (RNN) with rectified linear units (ReLU) [31] recurrent transitions, initialized to the identity, and the gradients of IRNN units are propagated backwards with full strength. The IRNN units can be trained easily and fast with a good performance for long-range data dependencies. Bell et al. [30] take advantage of four independent IRNNs units that move in four directions and repeat this process to compute global and local context features. The use of IRNN units is proved to have a positive effect on object detection. In addition, Hu et al. [32] also adopt two rounds of IRNN units in four directions to compute direction-aware spatial context on shadow detection and obtain an improvement in performance. In contrast, we extract the direction information to weight the input feature maps, so as to enhance the feature maps with more discriminating information of blur degree. Fig. 1 depicts specific structure of direction-contextinspiration (DCI) block. We exploit the context in four directions to produce weights to inspire input feature maps in turn, and integrate weighted maps in a two-group integration manner. Then we add LIGR module to build the overall DCINet with multiple DCI blocks based on VGGNet, as shown in Fig. 2 . The DCINet is end-to-end trained with an entire image as input of the network.
III. METHOD
In the following subsections, we first describe how the DCI block solves the DRD problem, depict the effect of LIGR module, and then illustrate the structure of DCINet. Lastly we introduce the training settings in our network.
A. DIRECTION-CONTEXT-INSPIRATION BLOCK
In an image, the surrounding context can give the detection of focus areas valuable reference about blur degree, and different directional context has different inspiration to the detection result. Motivated by this, we present a DCI block to explore and utilize contextual features along basic directions for DRD in Fig. 1 and the following is a detailed introduction of the block.
1) DIRECTIONAL WEIGHTS
The information along different directions play different but important roles in the detection. Some information shows that the sharpness is constant along a certain direction, and some reveals that there are sudden changes in clarity along another direction. The information along different directions from image context has valuable and various effect on detection result. In order to exploit the directional context features for blur detection, we design to exploit direction context from the input maps through recurrent transitions, and give directional inspiration to weight the input.
The process of exploiting directional context employs IRNN units [30] 
where v right m,n denotes the value at pixel (m, n) of the feature map and p right presents the weight parameter in this VOLUME 7, 2019 translation. By these recurrent translations, IRNN units are constructed gradually. Here is an example of translations from left to right, which is similar to other three directional translations.
The directional context feature maps are obtained from IRNN units, which are used to weight input maps because different direction context has unequal effect on blur detection. In this respect, we first transform directional feature maps into a context descriptor by global average poolingčž
where the resolution of feature map is H ×W , f D k presents the k th directional feature map and a P k indicates the k th average value of the map after pooling layer. Then the descriptor composed of a P k is normalized by a sigmoid activation, and is reshaped into weights. The corresponding weights are multiplied with the input feature maps by pixel:
where w k denotes the corresponding weight, f I k indicates the k th input feature map and f W k represents the k th weighted feature map. The input feature maps have been weighted by directional context.
2) TWO-GROUP INTEGRATION
After weighting the input feature maps by context along different directions, four sorts of weighted feature maps are generated. To keep the dimension of the output feature maps consistent with the input, we need to integrate these four sorts. Based on observation, we found that the context from left to right is more relevant with that from right to left than the other two directions. Therefore, considering the correlation of context in different directions, we adopt the method of twogroup integration. We first divide the left and right, upper and lower weighted feature maps into two groups respectively. The following is an example of weighted feature maps integration in the left and right direction:
where f W right and f W left denote the weighted feature maps of right and left directions and f W rl is the integration result, Q W rl and b W rl indicate the convolution filter and bias of the integration process. The integration process of upper and lower feature maps is the same. And then we integrate all together gradually, as shown in Fig.1 . The DCI block cannot change the resolution and dimension of feature maps.
B. LEVEL-INTEGRATED GUIDED REFINEMENT MODULE
The DCI block can be inserted into continuous convolution layers of classical networks to improve the accuracy of the results for DRD and we further construct a MDCI module by applying multiple DCI blocks into popular VGGNets. Each block generates a coarse DRD map and we refine these maps with a LIGR module.
As shown in Fig. 2 , we first take the output of each stage of VGGNet as the input of a DCI block, and the output maps of DCI blocks are regarded as the input of next VGG stage. Besides, these DCI feature maps can be reduced in dimension and upsampled in resolution to predict coarse results that have the same resolution of the source image. Notice since the DCI feature maps are generated from different stages of VGGNet, the coarse results have less detailed information and more semantic information with the increase of network depth. Therefore, we design to combine low-level details and highlevel semantics to refine these coarse results. In addition, the valuable details from source image cannot be missed similarly for their leading effect.
In order to combine source image details, we first normalize the source image so that it is in the same transform domain as the DCI maps. The normalized source image and the coarse DCI results are regarded as parts of input of LIGR block that is composed of three 3 * 3 convolution layers with RELU operations and a 1 * 1 dimensionality reduction convolution layer. A DCI block corresponds to a LIGR block. Besides, the rest input of each LIGR block is the output of the last LIGR block to integrate previous feature by level, except for the first LIGR block. The parameters of these LIGR blocks are all shared. In order to keep the input dimensions of these blocks consistent, the DCI map corresponding to fist LIGR block is split into two copies as parts of the input of this block. We construct the LIGR module to generate final DRD result by recursively using LIGR blocks. We build the overall DCINet with MDCI module and LIGR module to generate final detection result.
C. LOSS FUNCTION
Since the DRD problem can be defined as a two-class problem and the predicted value should correspond to the probability value, we choose the sigmoid cross entropy function as our loss function. The loss function is defined as: (5) where g m,n denotes pixel value of ground truth at (m, n) and y m,n indicates predicted pixel value of result map.
In addition to the final refined result corresponding to a loss function, each DCI block is followed by an auxiliary loss function. The use of multiple loss function is conducive to the optimal learning of final result map. The total loss function is as follows:
where L k block denotes the loss function of k th DCI block, L final stands for the final output loss, and N is the number of blocks. L total indicates the total loss function of our DCINet. 
IV. EXPERIMENT A. EXPERIMENT SETUP 1) DATASETS
We utilize two available datasets for training and testing, including Shi's dataset [33] and DUT dataset [24] . Shi's dataset contains 704 defocus blurred images, and we utilize 604 images of them for training and other 100 images for testing. DUT dataset is the latest publicly available dataset for DRD, consisting of 500 images, and all images are used for testing.
2) TRAINING IMPLEMENTATION
We implement SGD optimization algorithm to train our network with the momentum value of 0.9. The learning rate is set as 10 −4 and the weight decay is set as 5 × 10 −4 . Note that we train the network on Caffe [34] with the minibatch size of 1. As for the training process, we initialize the base VGG13 network with the VGG16 model trained on ImageNet [2] and then refine the overall network in which the rest parameters are randomly initialized from Gaussian distribution on Shi's training dataset. The proposed model is trained on a workstation with an Intel 3.4GHz CPU with 32G memory and a GTX1080Ti GPU with 11G memory.
B. COMPARISION WITH OTHER METHODS
We compare the proposed method on Shi's dataset and DUT dataset with six other methods, including spectral and spatial approach (SS) [17] , discriminative blur detection features (DBDF) [33] , high-frequency multi-scale fusion and sort transform of gradient magnitudes (HiFST) [9] , deep and hand-crafted features (DHCF) [26] , local binary patterns (LBP) [35] , as well as the most recent multi-stream bottom top-bottom (BTB) [24] method which is the state-of-the-art method before. Fig. 3 shows the visual comparison of different methods. We observe that our method performs the best in many aspects, such as detecting the transition regions between the focus and the defocus and so on.
To objectively evaluate the experiment results, we utilize three evaluation metrics as [24] , which are the F-measure, mean absolute error (MAE) and PR curves. As shown in Tab.1, the proposed method improves the second best one (BTB) by 2.98% and 3.09% on Shi's dataset and DUT dataset respectively in F-measure. The MAE value of our method is also 7.58% and 8.16% lower than that of BTB method on both datasets. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are PR curves and histogram of three evaluating values respectively. On both datasets, the proposed method always perform well.
C. ABLATION STUDIES 1) EFFECTIVENESS OF DCI BLOCKS
To demonstrate DCI blocks can improve the performance of DRD results, we compare the results of MDCI module that utilizes VGG13Net adding four DCI blocks and only VGG13Net in Tab.2. Owing to adding multiple DCI blocks, the value of MAE on both datadets reduces 15.03% and 2.06% respectively. F-measure on Shi's dataset improves 1.92% but reduces on DUT dataset.
2) EFFECTIVENESS OF LIGR MODULE
In Tab.2, we can also observe that our overall network performs much better than MDCI module. The only difference between them is whether LIGR module is utilized or not. The result proves that LIGR module has a powerful refinement effect on the coarse DRD maps.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a novel DCINet for defocus region detection by refining DCI maps. The overall network can be divided into two modules, multiple direction-contextinspiration and level-integrated guided refinement module respectively. Firstly, MDCI module can produce coarse DCI maps in different levels by extracting direction context to weight feature maps and integrating them. Then, multiple DCI maps are level-integrated with the source image guiding and the DRD maps are refined gradually. This proposed network can detect the transition regions between the focus and the defocus effectively. The extensive experimental results prove our algorithm achieves significantly better performance than other state-of-the-art methods.
